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1. Introduction. The following simple problem appears to be without a known

solution. Let A', A", B', B" be modules and suppose a eExt'04", A'), ß e ExV(B",B').

Then a and ß determine extensions A of A" by A' and B of B" by B'. How

may the group Hom(/l,B) be expressed in terms of the four modules and two

extension classes?

We give here a partial solution of this problem. Hom(A,B) is seen to have a

canonical filtration; we compute the associated graded group. Our failure to

compute Hom(y4,B) itself is to be thought of as analogous to the failure of the

Kiinneth theorem to compute canonically the homology of a product of chain

complexes (cf. [2]).

This partial solution is a special case of a solution of a more general problem.

If A and B are filtered modules then how may tlom(A,B), or rather, its associated

graded group, be computed in terms of the associated graded modules A" and

B" of A and B, together with the "extension classes" needed to reconstruct A

and B from these graded modules? Indeed a similar question arises with respect

to all the groups Extq(A,B).

We shall see that associated with such data there is a spectral sequence whose

term E1 is just Ext(A",B"), and whose term E °° is associated with a filtration

of Ext(A,B). The derivation d1 is easily computed. No attempt is made to com-

pute the higher derivations in the general case. However, in the special case

with which we began, d2, which is the only other nonvanishing one, is explicitly

computed as a secondary operation on Ext(^l",B").

Our attention is restricted here to modules with finite nitrations. It is not par-

ticularly difficult to generalize the results to arbitrary increasing nitrations of

modules. However the results stated here go over without any essential change

to nitrations in arbitrary exact categories, or indeed in additive categories with

abelian structures [1]. This would not be true of infinite nitrations. The restrict-

ion is adopted for this reason.

It is proposed to use the information obtained here in the study of universal

coefficient and Kiinneth theorems for chain complexes of modules. The present

study is however completely independent of such application. Since it throws

some light on the problem originally mentioned it seems appropriate to present

it separately.
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2. The category of filtered modules. We shall for the whole of this paper

suppose that there is, somewhere in the background, a ring, that all modules

considered are left modules over this ring, and that all homomorphisms of mo-

dules are operator homomorphisms with respect to this ring.

By a graded module we shall mean a sequence of modules (indexed by nega-

tive as well as positive integers); we refrain from identifying it with the sum of

its terms. For filtered modules we adopt the convenient if somewhat uncon-

ventional definition of [3]; a filtered module X, or filtration X is a short exact

sequence

X = (0 -+ X i X î» X" -* 0)

of graded modules, with x, x" homogeneous of degrees 1,0. The graded module

X" is of course the associated graded module of X. The filtration is increasing

if X„ = 0 for some m (and thus all k ^m) and decreasing if for all k greater

than some n the modules X"k are 0. If it is both it is & finite filtration.

In this paper we restrict ourselves to finite filtrations. For such a filtration X

(and indeed for any decreasing filtrations) we have, for sufficiently large k,

Xk x Xk+J » •••; we denote the common value by Xx and say that X is & fil-

tration of Xœ.

If X and Y = (0 -> Y^ Y% Y" -► 0) are filtrations we define the graded abelian

group Hom(X,Y) by letting Homg(X,Y) be the set of pairs (/,/") of maps, each

homogeneous of degree q, such that

commutes. With this convention the filtered modules clearly become the objects

of a graded additive category J5". This category is never exact, but it has a natural

abelian structure (cf. [1]) given by the convention that (/,/") is a proper mono-

morphism (epimorphism) whenever both / and /" are monomorphisms (epi-

morphisms). We shall always consider J5" with this structure, which is perhaps

more neatly characterized by the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1. (/,/") :X-> Y is a proper monomorphism (epimorphism, iso-

morphism) if and only if f" :X"-* Y" is a monomorphism (epimorphism,

isomorphism).

This follows immediately from the finiteness of the filtrations.

We denote by S" the functor S"X = X", S"(f,f") =/", which maps & onto the

category of finitely graded modules. It is, by 2.1, exact. If X" is a finitely graded

module an extension of X" is a filtration X e & with S"X = X". If X and Y are

extensions of X" we say that they are equivalent if there is an f:X-+ Y with

S"f = 1 : X". The set of equivalence classes of such extensions is denoted by QX .

If X is such an extension it determines an extension-class eXeSX".
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We shall also want to use the above notions for graded modules. A filtered

graded module X is a short exact sequence 0-»!^X*-> X" -* 0 of bigraded

modules with maps x of bidegree (1,0) and x" of bidegree (0,0); we refer to the

two degrees as filtering and auxiliary degrees. The finiteness conditions are of

course confined to the filtering degree. We content ourselves with asserting them

in the strongest possible form: for some m, all Xim = 0, and for some n and all

k> n, all X"k = 0. More generally, we may even discuss filtered multigraded

modules, subject to the same conditions, which we describe by saying that the

finiteness condition holds with respect to the filtering degree uniformly in the

other degrees.

3. Splittings, projectives and the filtration of Hom(X, Y). If X is a filtered

module, a left-splitting of X is a map £ :X -> X homogeneous of degree —1

such that <j;x = 1 : X. The set of these (which is often empty) we denote by *PX.

A right-splitting of X is a map {" : X" -> X, of degree 0, with x"£" = 1 : X"; the

set of these is *P*X. A bijective correspondence <jj-» £,* of *PX with f/*X is given

by the condition ¿¡¿j* = 0, which implies that (x, £,<!;*, x") is a direct sum decom-

position of X as a sum of X and X", and in particular that x£ + £*x" = 1 :X.

Lemma  3.1.   IfÇeVX then 1 :X = £,•„ *"€**"$"■

Observe first that the sum on the right is in fact finite on each Xq. Now re-

writing £*x" as 1 : X — x£ we have

OO OO OO

I xni*xT = I x"f -  I xT
11=0 »=0 »= 1

which is of course sufficient.

Corollary 3.2.   // also neVY and (/,/") :X-> Y then

f = Z    t ynn*yYfxkt*x"e.
n=0  k=0

We need only observe, in order to see this, that terms with k > n vanish. It

is worth remarking that /'/£* =/"  so that the term with n = k = 0 is y*f"x".

Now for any X,Y e !F we have an exact sequence

(3.3) 0 -» Hom(X,Y) h Hom(X,Y) X Hom(r',y")

given by h(f,f") = (yf,0) = (/x,0) and h(f,f") =/". Here h is homogeneous of

degree 1 and h of degree 0. Thus Hom(X,Y) is in a natural way a filtered group

or, more precisely, there is a filtered group

(3.3') 0 -+ Hom(X,Y) A Hom(X,Y) t Hom"(X,Y) -* 0

whose associated graded group Hom"(X Y) is a subgroup of Hom(X",Y"). The

finiteness conditions clearly imply that Homœ(X,Y) « Rom(X00,Y00), so that

(3.3') is a filtration of Hom(Xao,Yx). One of our principal aims here is the com-

putation of Hom"(X,Y).
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The first step is to determine the projectives of #\

Proposition 3.4.  i/X is a filtered module then the following are equivalent:

(1) X" is projective;

(2) the map h of 3.3 is, for all Y, an epimorphism;

(3) X is projective.

We shall prove (1) =>(2); (2)=>(1); (1,2) => (3); (3) =>(1).

Suppose first that X" is projective. Thus X splits; let £, e^X. If/" :X"-> Y"

there is a £:X"^ Y with y"g=f. Set /: £,"<>/£*"£". Then   (/,/") :X->Y.

Now suppose X has the property (2). Define X = (0 -> X-> X -> X" -> 0) by

-S", = Z* = -x^b, the maps in X being injections and projections. Then there is

a map (/, 1 :X"):X-+X which by 2.1 is an isomorphism. Thus X splits; let

^eTX. For any q let 0-» y,_i-» Y4->-Xs"->0 be exact and define a filtered

module Y by setting Yr = 0, r < q - 1 and Yr = Y?, r > #. The associated graded

module of Y is Xq in degree q, Yq_L in degree q - 1 and 0 elsewhere. If g" is

the projection of X" on X, there is a map (g, g") : X -* Y, and g£* :Xq^Yq

satisfies y'¡gqC*= 1 :Xq. Thus for each q,Xqis projective, i.e., X" is projective.

Now suppose Y -» Z is a proper epimorphism. If X satisfies (1) and (2) then

Hom(X", Y") -> Hom(X",Z") is an epimorphism. But also, 3.3 is a filtered group

in each case. It follows from 2.1 that Hom(X,Y)->Hom(X, Z) is an epimorphism,

so that X is projective.

Finally, if X is projective, let/ : Y" -> X" be an isomorphism with Y" projective.

Define Y by setting Yq= !„ = _«, Y". Then there is a map (/,/") : Y - X which by

2.1 is a proper epimorphism. Since X is projective this splits, so that X" is a direct

summand of Y".

The last step in the foregoing proof shows that for any A e J^ there is a pro-

jective X with a proper epimorphism X -» A. Indeed X may clearly be taken such

that X"q = 0 whenever A'q' = 0. It is obviously in the interest of economy to select

X in this way; we shall in general assume the condition to hold without explicit

mention.

4. Technical details; exact couples. We shall want to discuss exact couples

(4.1) / \ / g

of graded modules and, eventually, of multigraded modules. Suppose indeed

that the modules are graded by an arbitrary abelian group and that /, g, h are

of degrees 4>, y, x- We recall that such a couple has a sequence of derived couples

h(r)C<r>  n   > C(r)
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where C(r) = imF'cC and {Er, d' = g(r)f(r)} is a spectral sequence; we have

chosen our numbering so that C — C, E1 — A. The degrees of/(r), g(r), /i(r) are,

respectively, <j>, y + (1 - r)%, % so that deg dr = <p + y + (1 - r)x-

Now let us return for the moment to the case of simply graded modules. We

shall want to study the effect of a certain finiteness condition. In particular we

suppose deg / = — 1, deg g = 0, deg h = 1. Thus deg f(r) — —1, deg gir) = 1 - r,

deg/i(r) = l.

Finiteness condition 4.2. We suppose that for some m and all k < m, Ck = 0,

and that for some n and all k> n,hk:Ckx Ck+1.

Observe first that this implies that Ex = A is zero except in a finite number of

degrees. Since degdr = — r this means that the spectral sequence is strongly con-

vergent: EkxEk+1 x ■■■ x Eœ for some k. We propose to evaluate £°° in this

case. To this end let n be sufficiently large so that hk:Ckx Ck+1 for k 2: n; we

may identify all of these modules as Cœ. We introduce a filtration

Oa = (0 -> T - T - T" -» 0) of Cœ by setting r, = im [hn~q:Cq - C„], the

maps in Oa being the inclusions r9_¡ c Tq and the canonical maps onto the

quotients T'q = rq/Tq_1. This filtration is clearly independent of n.

Proposition 4.3.   £°° is canonically isomorphic to T".

Recalling that im(hr)q c Cr+q is the term of degree r + q in C(r+1) we have,

in the (n — q + l)th derived couple, the exact sequence

£r€+' - im (h-%- ! - im(h"~% ->Eq-«+l^im (h»-%q^x.

For large n the last term is certainly 0. But

imtT,--*), = r, and ¡m(«-Vi «in»(*",+Vi = r*-i-

We may immediately generalize to multigraded modules, provided that the

finiteness condition holds in the relevant degree uniformly in the others.

5. The spectral sequence for Ext (X, Y). We recall first that if A, B are

objects of an abelian category and X, Y are resolutions of A, B then the graded

group Hom(X,Y) is provided with a derivation ôf =(3f —l)desffB which makes

it a chain complex. The cycles are chain maps from X to Y, the boundaries are

nullhomotopic maps and the homology consists of homotopy classes of maps.

We have in fact H_4Hom(X,y) = Ext?G4,B) (cf. for example [1]).

Now suppose A and B are filtered modules and let X, Y be projective resolu-

tions of A and B. By Proposition 3.4 we have an exact sequence

0 -> Hom(X,Y) i Horn (X, Y) \ Hom(X",Y") -» 0

of chain complexes whose homology triangle is an exact couple

Ext(A,B)-—->Ext(A,B)

(5 1) A   \      /h*
y    ' Exi(A"]B")      .
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We shall adopt the convention that the terms Ext* are of bidegree (p, —q).

Thus degfc* = (1,0), deg/?;' = (0,0) and degA = (-1,-1). We may refer to the

degrees as filtering and resolvent degrees.

Written out, this exact couple becomes a family of exact sequences

». - Ext«(A,B)^Ext« + 1(A,B)^Ext* + 1(X",B")^Ext«+1(A,B)^-.

It is not hard to see that these generalize the exact sequence of [1,Theorem 14.3].

Because of the finiteness of the filtrations involved the Finiteness Condition 4.2

holds in 5.1 for the filtering degree uniformly in the resolvent degree. We have

thus, from 4.3, the following result.

Theorem 5.2. The spectral sequence E associated with the exact couple 5.1

hasE1 = Ext(A",B"). The term Ex is the bigraded module associated with the

filtration Oft> of Ext(A,B).

We have departed here from the usual conventions for degrees in a spectral se-

quence; the bidegree of dr is ( — r, — 1). It is convenient to represent El as follows:

0       Homx(/l",B")      Exti(,4",B")

(5.3) 0       Homo04",B")      Ext¿(/1",B")

0       Hom-i^B")   Extl^A" B")

Thus cf goes 1 column to the right and r rows down. Observe that all but finitely

many rows are 0.

We may take this occasion to point out that Theorem 5.2 provides an answer

to a question asked above:

Hom;(A,B)«£pœ0.

It is of course clear that the exact couple 5.1 is a contravariant functor of A

and a covariant functor of B. It follows immediately that if these are replaced

by equivalent extensions of A" and B" then the corresponding exact couple may

be mapped isomorphically onto 5.1 with the identity map connecting the bottom

vertices. We have accordingly the following result.

Theorem 5.4. The spectral sequence E associated with 5.1 depends only on

A", B" and the extension classes e A, e B of A and B.

For ae(L4", be&B", then, we have a well-defined spectral sequence

E(A",a;B",b); the sequence associated with 5.1 is E(A",tk; B",eB).

6. The Postnikov invariant and d1. We shall not investigate completely here

the structure of the set (¿A" of extensions of a graded module A" (but cf. [3] for

filtering degree

resolvent degree
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a special case); we shall however want a "first approximation" which we shall

now describe.

Let A be a filtered module. We consider the diagram

0       0 0

0 -* A   ^ A   ^ A" -> 0

lj,      \,a      j,u
2(6.1) 0 - A  a-+ A   i Â   -► 0

4       [a"     iv
0 -► X" -> A" -* 0

I        i
0        0

which commutes and has exact rows and columns, the first row and second

column being A, and A being the cokernel of a2. The degrees of u and v are,

respectively, 1 and 0. Thus the last column determines an extension class in

Extt^A'^A"). This obviously depends only on the extension class eAeGL4"; we

have thus defined a map p :&4"-> Extl^A'.A"). If ae&4" (or A is a filtration

with associated graded module A") we refer to pa (or pcA) as the Postnikov in-

variant of a (or A).

We may alternatively construct peA as follows. Let X be a projective resolu-

tion of A. Since X" is projective X splits as a filtered graded module ; say £ e *PX.

Notice that £* is of bidegree (0,0). Then x"(ôf* - Ç*d) = 0 so that dt,*- £*<3 = x%

where ^eHom.!-^!",X) is a chain map. Define

o£ = x"l = x"£(3£* - ¡;*d) = x'éôé*.

This is a chain map in Yiom--i-l(X",X") and thus determines an element of

ExtiM'^A").

Proposition 6.2.   If £ e »PX i/ien the class of oÇ = x"ÇdÇ* is peA.

This is easily seen by taking a "projective resolution" of 6.1, i.e., by replacing

A by X, a by x, •••, throughout.

Using these Postnikov invariants it is possible to give the following simple

description of d1 in the spectral sequence introduced above.

Theorem 6.3. In the spectral sequence E(A",a;B",b) the map d*, :

Ext%A" B")^Extq+l(A" B") is given by

d^ = (pb)0-(-l)V(pa)-

Let X, Y be projective resolutions of A, B, where eA = a, cB = b, and suppose

£, e4% ne*PY. Suppose the chain map/"6Homp9(X", Y")determines thehomo-

topy class <f> = [/"] eExtJ^'.B"); we must evaluate d^/"] = fe;A[/'].
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We may suppose that (/,/") :X->Y. Then h"o(f,f") = 0, so that

ô(f,f") = (Of, Of") = (yg,o)

where (g,g") :X-> Y is in the class A[/"]. But then [g"] = d'[/"].

On the other hand we have g — r\ôf, g" = y"rjôf^* so that, using 3.2,

g"  = y'r¡dr¡*y"n* + y"r)Byrfy"nft?

- (-i)q{y""yn*y"rif^x"B^ + y"nyn*y"nfx^x"m%

the other terms clearly vanishing. Thus, recalling that y"fÇ* =/"

(6.4) g" = (017)/" - ( - 1)Y"K) + o\y V£*)

so that

dVl = ion] [/"] - (-!)"[/"] M = (pb)</> - (- l)^(pa).

7. The triple product and d2. We shall confine our attention here to short

filtrations, i.e., nitrations A whose associated graded modules are nonzero in

two degrees only : we may take these to be 0 and 1. This is of course a very great

restriction; such an A is completely determined by the short exact sequence

0-> A'¿-+ Aí -*A¡-*0. The extension class of the sequence is just (peAX e

Ext1(Al,A'¿), and indeed GL4" becomes identified in this way with this group.

For A,B such nitrations we propose to compute d2 in the spectral sequence

E(A", eA;B",eB). Since the dr,r > 2, are all zero this completes the computation

of the spectral sequence and in particular of Hom"(A, B), which is associated to

a filtration of Hom(Ao:>,BOD) = Hom^,.^). In other words we shall have com-

puted, up to extensions, the group of homomorphisms of the middle terms of

two short exact sequences, in terms of the ends and the extension classes.

The computation of d2 will be given in terms of a secondary operation rem-

iniscent of the Massey triple product.

Let us consider bigraded modules X with Xy = 0 for i # 0,1, provided with

derivations of degree (0, — 1). If X, Y are such objects we write Hom6(Z, Y) for

bigraded group of homotopy classes of chain maps X-*Y. If aeHom^^^I, X)

and /?eHomiL1_1(y,y) we define a primary operation Vi(cc,ß) :Homb(X,Y)

-y Hornby), of degree (-1, -1), by setting

V1(a,^ = ^-(-l)Va

where q is the "resolvent" degree of </>, i.e., </>eHom*g(X,Y). The secondary

operation is V2(a,ß) : Ker Vi(a,/?) -> Coker Vi(a,/?). It is of degree (-2, —1), and

is defined as follows.

Let a, b be maps in the homotopy classes a, ß. Since they are of degree ( — 1, — 1)

their squares are 0. Now suppose fe Homp 9(X, Y) has its homotopy class [/]

in the kernel of v^a,/?). Then bf— ( — Vf fa = ôg for some geHomp_1>4(X, Y).

for such a g
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(bg - (-1)» =-bôg- (-l)q(ôg)a = 0

so that ( — V)qga — bg determines an element of HomP_2,9-i(X, Y). The image

of this in the cokernel of Vi(a,/?) is V2(«,ß) [/] ; it is easily verified that this is

independent of the choices of a, b, f,g.

We may in particular apply this construction in the case that X, Y are pro-

jective resolutions of graded modules A, B which are nonzero in degrees 0 and 1

only. If aeExtiit/M) and ßeExti t(B,B) then v1(<x,ß):Ext(A,B)^Ext(A,B)

and V2(ot,ß) is thus a secondary operation on Ext(A,B).

Theorem 7.1. Let AandBbe short filtrations and suppose p ^(E1)-» E2 is the

canonical epimorphism in the spectral sequence E(A",tA; B",eB). Then

dl = V1((peA)1,(pcB)1) and d2p = v2((peA)1,(peB)1).

We take, as above, projective resolutions X of A and Y of B. Suppose

£ € *PX, n e *PY so that oÇ e peA and on e peB. An element of Z(E1) is represented

by the homotopy class [/"] of some/"eHompi;(A"',Y"), and we may suppose

that (/,/") :X-Y. Since d1[f"~] = 0 we have

S(f,f") = h\g,g") + hô(w,w")

= (y2g,0) + (yôw,0)

where (g,£") e Homp_2iS_1(X,Y) and (w,!»") e Horarl,,(X,Y). But then

(/ - ywj") e Homp>9(X,Y), so that we may assume that <5(/,/") = (y2g, 0). But

then d2p[f"] a [g"]. On the other hand, g = r\2bf so that, using 3.2,

g" = y'WfK* = y"n2df? - (-l)V'//2/^*

= y"n2dn*y"f£,*x"li* + y"ndn*y"nft*x"¡í* + y"dn*y"n2fÇ*x"i*

-(-l)q{y"n*y"l2fí*x"dC* + y "n*y"n2fx£,*x"m*

+ y"n*y"n2fx2!;*x"edl;*},

the other terms all clearly vanishing. We may further evaluate this as follows:

g" = MWn-i-iyW)« + <5(vV/n

since y"n28y* and x"£,2di,*, being of filtering degree —2 both vanish. Thus

[>"] = [(«i)(A/{*) - (-l)«W£*)(o£)].

It  remains   only  to   evaluate   S(y"nf^*);   referring  to   6.4  we   see   it   is

~{(ori)f"-(-l)T(om-
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